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Abstract. Kozen [43 and Pratt [7] dlefined the class SDA of separable dynamic abgebras. V 
denotes the variety generated by SDA. After Lemma 5.6 [7, p. 181, Pratt raised the question 
whether every free V-algebra is separable or not. Here we prove that every free V-aigehra is 
separable and is isomorphic to a Kripke structure, i.e. is representable. These statements improve 
Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 6.1 in [7, pp. 18-191 respectively. We also prove that the class KDA 
of representable dynamic algebras is closed under direct products, and hence KDA is an infinitary 
quasi-variety. 
Dynamic algebras are algebraic counterparts of propositional dynamic logic. For 
intuitive background see [7] and [4]. 
Recall from [7] that a dynamic algebra (in short, a DA) 3 is a two-sorted 
(heterogeneous) algebra ‘B = (g,‘%$ O), where B = (B, A, -, 0) is a Boolean algebra, 
a=(A, ;, u,*) is a regular algebra in which ;, u are binary operations and * is 
unary, 0 : A x B + B, and %J satisfies certain equations. For a DA 3 = (3, $3, O), 
A and B will denote the universes of the (one-sorted) algebras 91 anc: % respectively. 
The set A is called the actions sort carrier of 3 and the set B is caYed the Boolean 
sort carrier of 3. 
Recall from [4] and ‘71 thli;t a DA 9 = (a, %3,0) is called separable iff ('cla 1, ~2 E A) 
(3~ E B) (al # a&G$aI, p) f 0(a2, p)). In this case p is called a separator for the 
actions al and a2. SDA denotes the class of all separable dynamic algebraIs. and 
V denotes the variety generated by SDA, i.e. V 2 
Let U be an arbitrary set. Then Sb U denotes the set of all x&sets of U, and 
A x B denotes the Cart&ail product of the sets A and B. 0 den+es the empty set 
(as well as the constant symbol of Boolean algebras). A - B g {t; G A : a E B )* 
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IMiraition 11 (See Example 2 in [7, p. 91). A &ipke dynamic algebra (in short, a 
Kripke DA) is a two-sorted algebra % = (%, $8, CQ to which there is a set U called 
the ~5~s~~ (or set of states) of 2 such that (ii)-(iii) below hold: 
(i) %? is a Boolean set algebra with unit element U, i.e. 
Bc:(Sb U, n, (U-X: XC W>, 0); 
(ii) Y1= (A, ;, w, *> is an algebra of binary relations such that A c Sb( U x U) 
and far any R, S E. A we have that R ;S iis the composition of the relations R and 
S* R v S is their set theoretic union, and R* is the smallest transitive and reflexive 
relation in Sb( U x U) contaeining R ;* 
(iii) ~~:AxB~Bsatisfie!s(Z(R,Z)~{y~U:(’3w~Z)(y,w)~R},forevery RE 
A and ZEB. 
A Kripke DA ‘? = (‘%,8,0) with base IJ is called fuZl if A = Sb(U x U) and 
B = Sb CJ. A DA is called representable if it is isomorphic to a Kripke DA. KDA 
denotes the class of all Kripke DA-s. [7] denotes the class KDA by K and calls its 
members Kripke-structures, 
It was proved in [7] as Theorem 6.4 that KDA and SDA generate the same 
variety I/. Le. the same equations hold in KDA and SDA. (This is a representation 
theorem for SDA.) 
Nota3ion. Let X, Y be two sets. Then &+:,yV denotes the free V-algebra (free 
algebra over V) freely generated by the se& X and Y as free generators of sorts 
actions and Boolean respectively,, see Grgtzer [2, 6 241. (Part of universal algebra 
is elaborated for heterogeneous algebras in Lugowski [5].) Note that if X = ‘3, then 
the actions sort carrier of 7 ( x-,W is empty and if X # 0, then the Boolean carrier 
FB of ;Fx,y is Minite. 
In [7], Lemma\ 5.6 says that if Y # 0, then 3 t xvV is separable. Then the question 
is raised whether the condition Y = 0 is necessary or not. Theorem 1 below states 
that it is not necessary. 
Theorem 1. (i) Et:ery free V-algebra is separable. Therefop< free SDA’S exist. 
(ii) Let X, Y be two sets. Let a E X. Then -U(a, I) i:- a separator for any two 
different actions in 3~. J. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (ii). Let X, Y be two sets. X * denotes the set of finite 
sequences (strings) from elements of X, E denotes the empty sequence (null string). 
w denotes the set of natural numbers, i.e. o = (0, 1,2,. . _}. 
Let tsiegx denote the algebra of all regular languages over X*’ with the usual 
regular operations, i.e. %egx c (Sb X*, ;, u , *) where A ; B = (xy ; x E A, y c $1 ard 
A*={x~...x,JzE~,{~~ ,..., x,}cA),ifAJ3~X‘“. 
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Lemma 1.1 (Kozen [4]). 8% s %egx. 
Proof. Let the similarity type r consist of two binary function symbols ;, u and a 
unary function symbol *. Let %& denote the absohntely free algebra (or word- 
algebra, or term-algebra) of similarity type r and generated by X?. The elements 
of Wx are called regular expressions. Then Wx is the set of all terms of actions 
sort over X, i.e. terms of type r and with variables from JC. Let x : +Bx + !Rtgx be 
the homomorphism such that R(a) = {u} for every a E X. Then R is a surjection. 
(Note that R(a) can be viewed as ‘the set of possible executions of the action cy’, 
e.g. R((a ; b)*a) = {a, aba, ababa, . . J.) 
To see g’u = %egx, it is enough to show that 
[R(a) = R(P) iff KDAI= (a = p)] for every cy, p E WY+ 
(a) R(cu)=R@)impliesKDAl=(a =P)becauseh(y)=U{h(x):xER(y)}holds 
for every homomorphism h :!xux + 9 E KDA and for every y E ‘I&, as it is easy to 
see. 
(b) To see that KDAI= (cu = 0) implies R(a) = R(P), it is enough to prove that 
%egx = 91 for some Kripke DA (8, %?, 0). This is shown in [?, p. 211: Let !?!l be 
the full Kripke DA with base X*‘. Let 3 = (%,8,0) be the subalgebra of 9Jl 
generated by {{(au, y): y E JC*}: a E X} and 0 as actions sort and Boolean sort 
generators respectively. Then it is easy to see %egx = 91 (the isomorphism maps 
R Car) to {(xy, y): x E R(a), y E X*}). We note that by practically the same construc- 
tion one can see that every finitary linguistic algebra in the sense of Example 4 in 
[7] is isomorphic to a Kripke DA. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem l(ii). 
Let &Y, p be two nonequivalent regular expressions, i.e. suppose that KDAF 
(cu = p). Let a E Xl Notation: Cl(a, 0) g -O(a, 1). We have to show 
KDAkO(cu, [3(a, 0)) = O(/?, q (a, 0)). By Lemma 1.1 we have R(a) f R(P). We 
may suppose R(o)- R(P) # 0. Let w E R(a) - R(p) be fixed. Let Z! be the full 
Kripke DA with base X* and let 3 1 ;x,y be the absolutely free (or VI ord) algebra 
freely generated by X and Y. Let m(b) 2 {(y, yb): y E X*} for eve]‘y b E X. Let 
h : &.Y + 2 be a homomorphism such that h (a) = m(a) - ((w, wa>} and h (6) f= m @) 
foreverybI=X-{a}.Thenh(U(cz,O))={w}and(~, w)Eh((U)~Ca(p)b~wER(a)- 
R(P). Therlefore E E h (C)(a, Qa, 0))) - h (O(& El(a, 0))). Then by 3 E KDA we have 
KDA F O(CY, Cl&, 0)) = O(P, O(a, 0)). 
Remark. (1) Theorem l(ii) says that +(a, 1) is a universal separator. Neither 1 
nor O(a, 1) is a universal separator, as KDA b a = (a u a ; a) shows. Also note that 
in the case of DA-s with tests (in short TDA-s, see [7, p. 41) no universal separator 
term can exist since O(?r, y) = O(?l, y) = y for any Boolean sorted term y. 
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However, if X u Y is infinite then the free ‘V(TDA)-algebra freely generated by 
X and Y is sepalrable: Let (Y and 6 be two nonequivale:Q terms of actions sort. 
Then O(a, 1) (or p) is a. separator for them if a E-: X (or p E Y) occurs neither in Q! 
nor in /3. We do not know whether the free 7I(TDA)-algebra is separable if X u Y 
is finite. Note that in the case of TDA-s, Lemma 1. I is no more true in its present 
form. 
(2) SDA is an example of a class of algebras which is not closed under subalgebras 
yet has free algebras, cf. Corollary 25.1 of [2]. 
Theorem 2, ?%e class of representabeL Jo DA-s is closed under products. I.e. every 
direct product of Kripke DA-s is isomorphic to a Kripke DA. U&g the notations .of 
123, ISP(KDN = I(KDA). 
Fr~of. Let P be a set and for every i E I let Bi = (gIi* ‘&, Ui) be a Kripke DA with 
b#ase Ui, We may assume, without loss of generality, that the h/i-s are pairwise 
disjoint. Let 9 be the full Kripke DA with base Lir { LJi: i E I}. Define h : fligf Bi + ‘%J 
by takfng h((@: iEI))=U{ ai: &I) and h((pi: iEI))=iJ(pi: iEI} where (WEI) 
[ai E ,A and 1~1 E $i]* That h is injective is immediate, thar it is a homomorphism isa 
simple exercise. So the image of niel Bi under h is a Kripke DA isomorphic to 
IJal Bi= 
The class I(KDA) of representable DA-s is definable by generalized equational 
implications in the sense of 6 63 of [2], i.e. it is an infinitary quasivariety in the 
sense of 9 57, (j 63 of 121. This follows fro:1 Z.i;: ore71 2 above and the quoted parts 
of [2]. 
Corollary 3. Every free V-algebra is representable. 
Roof. Immediate by Theorem 2 above and Chapter 4 of [2]. 
For more results in the line of the present paper and about DA-s with test 
operator see [I, 61. For the kind of questions investigated in the representation 
theory of algebraic logic see [3]. 
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